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1 Introduction
With the start-up of the CERN Large Hadron Collider (LHC) particle physics has entered
a new era, culminating in the discovery of the Higgs boson [1, 2]. Nonetheless, we are
left with a plethora of open questions pointing to the necessity of extending the Standard
Model (SM) of elementary particles. A theoretically particularly appealing approach is the
construction of supersymmetric (SUSY) theories that predict the existence of new particles
which, before SUSY breaking, merely differ in their spin quantum numbers from the SM
partners they are associated with.
As of yet, the ATLAS and CMS collaborations are providing severe exclusion limits
on strongly interacting supersymmetric particles (see, e.g., refs. [3, 4]). Because of smaller
production cross sections, weakly interacting supersymmetric particles are more difficult
to access, but have recently gained increasing attention by both experimental collabora-
tions [5–7]. In the context of the minimal supersymmetric extension of the Standard Model
(MSSM) much effort has also been made by theorists to provide precise predictions for the
production of these color neutral particles. Perturbative calculations for the pair produc-
tion of the scalar partners of the leptons, the sleptons, for instance, have been ever refined
during the last decades. Next-to-leading order (NLO) QCD and SUSY-QCD (SQCD) cor-
rections to slepton pair production processes at hadron colliders1 have first been computed
in [12] and [13], respectively. The latter calculation is publicly available in the format of the
computer package PROSPINO [14]. Resummation effects have been considered in refs. [15–
18]. In refs. [19] and [20], NLO-(S)QCD corrections to slepton pair production processes
have been matched with HERWIG++ [21, 22] and PYTHIA [23], respectively, making use of
the POWHEG method [24, 25], an approach that allows to combine fixed-order perturbative
calculations with parton-shower programs in a well-defined manner.
While parton-shower programs are capable of simulating the emission of soft and/or
collinear partons in a hard-scattering event, they are not designed to account for extra hard
emissions. If processes with extra hard jets in the final state, as observed frequently at the
1Precise determinations of the slepton properties could be performed at a future e+e− linear collider [8–
10], and, with restrictions, at a muon collider [11].
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Figure 1. Representative Feynman diagrams for slepton pair production in association with a
jet at leading order (a1), with an additional real parton (b1)-(b2), and with virtual SM QCD
corrections (c1)-(c3).
LHC, are to be described realistically, the hard-scattering amplitudes themselves have to
account for these jets. This is particularly important for the study of monojet signatures
in scenarios where the decay products of the sleptons are difficult to detect. In this work
we therefore provide an explicit NLO-SQCD calculation for slepton pair production in
association with a hard jet. Moreover, we describe the implementation of our calculation
in the POWHEG BOX [26], a repository that contains all process-independent ingredients of
the POWHEG method. We discuss the implications of the NLO corrections as well as of the
parton shower on experimentally accessible distributions. Comparison to previous work
performed in the same framework allows us to demonstrate how the description of the
hard jet gains from explicit matrix elements for the full hard-scattering process in the
relevant kinematic domains.
2 Technical details of the calculation
Our calculation of the NLO-(S)QCD corrections to slepton pair production in association
with a jet proceeds along similar lines as our previous calculation [20] for slepton pair
production at the LHC in the framework of the MSSM.
At leading order, we encounter the annihilation of a massless quark-antiquark pair into
an intermediate Z boson or photon that in turn decays into a slepton pair, accompanied by
a gluon emitted from either of the incoming partons, as shown in figure 1 (a). In addition
to the process qq¯ → ℓ˜+ℓ˜−g, crossing-related processes with a quark or antiquark and a
gluon in the initial state, such as qg → ℓ˜+ℓ˜−q or q¯g → ℓ˜+ℓ˜−q¯, occur.
The real-emission contributions comprise scattering processes at order α2sα
2 with a
slepton pair and two partons in the final state, i. e. subprocesses of the type qq¯ → ℓ˜+ℓ˜−q′q¯′,
qq¯ → ℓ˜+ℓ˜−qq¯, qq¯ → ℓ˜+ℓ˜−gg, and all crossing-related reactions, see figure 1 (b) for two
examples. In order to obtain the respective scattering amplitudes for the Born and the
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Figure 2. Representative Feynman diagrams for virtual corrections with an intermediate Z boson
or photon and supersymmetric particles in the loop (a1)-(a4), with an intermediate Higgs boson
(b1), or with a squark-squark-slepton-slepton vertex (c1).
real-emission contributions in a format that can easily be processed by the POWHEG BOX, we
made use of the build tool based on MadGraph 4 [27–29] that was first applied in ref. [30]
and is now provided with the public version of the program repository. The default version
of the POWHEG BOX is constrained to the Standard Model, but the code can be extended
in a straightforward manner to processes involving weakly interacting2 supersymmetric
particles in the context of the MSSM with the help of SMadGraph [32]. The suitably adapted
build tool then also provides us with the color- and spin-correlated Born amplitudes that
are needed for the construction of the counterterms for IR singular configurations in the
framework of the Frixione-Kunszt-Signer subtraction formalism [33].
The calculation of the virtual (S)QCD corrections is performed with the methods
of ref. [20], with appropriate refinements and extensions to account for the more involved
structure of slepton pair production with an extra parton in the final state. Throughout, we
are using conventional dimensional regularization to handle ultraviolet (UV) and infrared
(IR) divergences in a well-defined manner. For the partonic subprocesses under scrutiny,
no supersymmetry restoring counterterms are required [34]. UV divergences are absorbed
by a proper renormalization procedure for quark- and gluon fields as well as the strong
coupling constant αs with five active massless flavors. We work in the on-shell scheme for
the renormalization of the quark- and gluon wavefunctions. For the renormalization of αs
we employ the MS scheme, modified to decouple the top quark [35, 36] and heavy SUSY
particles [37]. As a consequence, heavy-particle contributions to the counter terms for our
calculation enter only through the quark wave function renormalization.
The virtual corrections can be split into four different groups. The first two groups re-
semble the loop corrections to the Drell-Yan plus jet process with an intermediate Z boson
or photon, either with SM particles, see figure 1 (c), or with supersymmetric particles in
2Let us note here that a similar extension to processes involving squarks or gluinos would require special
care [31].
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the loops, see figure 2 (a), respectively. In the third group the sleptons originate from one
of the MSSM Higgs bosons, see figure 2 (b). In the fourth group the sleptons originate from
a four-particle vertex of two squarks and two sleptons, see figure 2 (c). Since we employ
the Feynman-’t Hooft gauge for all gauge fields, the Z boson exchange diagrams are under-
stood to be supplemented by corresponding Goldstone contributions. In the simplest case
of same-mass sleptons and absence of mixing in the squark sector, various subsets of these
diagrams such as Goldstone contributions, closed squark loop contributions and contribu-
tions with a squark-squark-gluon-Z vertex vanish, either diagram by diagram or in the sum.
Individual diagrams with a Z boson coupling to a closed fermion loop, see figure 1 (c2),
exhibit the Adler-Bell-Jackiw axial anomaly [38, 39]. To calculate its remnant in the full
amplitude due to the finite top quark mass we employ two different schemes for γ5 in D 6= 4
dimensions, that were suggested in refs. [40, 41] and [42], respectively, and find complete
agreement.
For diagrams with Drell-Yan plus jet like structure, we apply the decomposition of the
process q+ q¯ → γ∗/Z∗+g into Lorentz structures, which we employed for the real-emission
contributions to slepton pair production in ref. [20] already. Projectors constructed from
this decomposition are applied to process Feynman diagrams generated with QGRAF [43]
using Feynman rules from ref. [44] and in-house developed FORM [45, 46] scripts. The
loop integrals obtained in this calculation are reduced with Reduze 2 [47–50], yielding
expressions that contain only scalar master integrals which can be evaluated numerically
with the QCDloop library [51, 52]. A second calculation of the Drell-Yan plus jet like
virtual corrections based on FeynArts [53], FormCalc [54, 55], and LoopTools [52, 54]
provides an independent check for these contributions. For our FormCalc calculation, we
carefully implement alternative routines for the evaluation of fermion traces according to
our treatment of γ5. We find complete agreement between the two calculations. Virtual
corrections featuring Goldstone bosons, Higgs bosons, or squark-squark-slepton-slepton
vertices, are implemented in our code based on matrix elements obtained with FeynArts,
FormCalc, and appropriate integral reduction formulae [56].
For the parameterization of the phase space, we adapt the implementation of ref. [57]
that was originally developed for the related case of tt¯j production at the LHC in the
POWHEG BOX. The inclusive Born cross section for slepton pair production in association
with a jet is singular when the final-state parton becomes soft or collinear to an incoming
parton. Once realistic acceptance cuts are imposed on the jet, such contributions are
irrelevant for phenomenological applications. However, they spoil the efficiency of the
program, if not handled with care. The POWHEG BOX offers two approaches for dealing with
singular Born configurations: generation cuts that avoid the population of unwanted regions
in phase space from the beginning, and a so-called Born-suppression factor that dampens
contributions from singular regions of phase space. In order to ensure our phenomenological
results do not depend on the selected procedure, we ran the code with both options. After
applying a realistic transverse-momentum cut of pjet1T > 20GeV on the hardest jet at
analysis level we found identical results for a setup with a generation cut of pgenT,i > 10 GeV
on the final-state parton i of the underlying Born configuration and a setup with a Born
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suppression factor of the form
F (Φn) =
p2T,i
p2T,i + Λ
2
, (2.1)
with Λ = 10 GeV. For the results presented in section 3, we employ the Born suppression
factor of eq. (2.1) with Λ = 10GeV together with a mild generation cut of pgenT,i > 1 GeV.
While our calculation represents the first complete NLO-SQCD calculation for slep-
ton pair production in association with a jet, the related case of lepton-pair produc-
tion with an associated jet in NLO QCD has been considered long ago and is available
in the POWHEG BOX [58]. We compare the virtual corrections in this implementation of
pp → ℓ+ℓ− + jet + X to the corresponding terms in an adapted version of our code.
Replacing the sleptons of our calculation with leptons, adjusting couplings and input pa-
rameters, and selecting appropriate diagrams, we are able to reproduce the results of this
code at representative phase-space points. Since our setup encapsulates the (renormalized)
loop contributions in scalar coefficient functions which are independent of the decay of the
photon or Z boson, this comparison provides a very direct check on our calculation of the
virtual corrections and their implementation in the POWHEG BOX.
Additional checks are based on the observation that the Born amplitudes for pp →
ℓ˜+ℓ˜− + jet +X equal the real emission amplitudes of the slepton pair production process
pp → ℓ˜+ℓ˜− + X. A comparison of our leading-order matrix elements for pp → ℓ˜+ℓ˜− +
jet+X with the real-emission amplitudes of [20] shows excellent agreement. Moreover, for
differential distributions of the hardest jet we find full agreement between the two codes ran
at leading order and NLO accuracy, respectively, after realistic selection cuts. This provides
a powerful test on the phase space integration and the overall normalization of the new code.
3 Phenomenological results and discussion
Our implementation of slepton pair production in association with a jet in the POWHEG BOX
will be made publicly available at http://powhegbox.mib.infn.it/. Together with the
code we provide a documentation with instructions and recommended technical parameters
for running the program. The interested reader is free to use the default version of the
code including routines for a phenomenological analysis, or to adapt input parameters,
histograms, and selection cuts to his own needs. In order to demonstrate the capability of
the code, here we present results for some phenomenologically interesting setups.
We consider proton-proton collisions at the LHC with a center-of-mass energy of
√
s =
14TeV. For the parton-distribution functions of the proton we use the NLO-QCD set of the
MSTW2008 parameterization [59], as implemented in the LHAPDF library [60]. Factorization
and renormalization scales are set to µR = µF = µ0 with µ0 = 2mℓ˜, unless explicitly stated
otherwise. Statistical uncertainties are negligible for all results presented here.
All required SM and MSSM parameters are provided in a file complying with the SUSY
Les Houches Accord (SLHA) [61, 62]. They are processed by routines based on MadGraph 4,
which calculate the dependent parameters and all particle couplings. As electroweak input
parameters we are using the mass of the Z boson, mZ = 91.1876GeV, the electromagnetic
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coupling, α (mZ) = 1/127.944, and the Fermi constant, GF = 1.1663787 × 10−5 GeV−2.
The top quark mass is set to mt = 173.07GeV, all other quark masses are neglected.
Our default setup for pp→ ℓ˜+ℓ˜− + jet +X features selectrons or smuons with a mass
m
ℓ˜
= 350 GeV (3.1)
that lies above current exclusion limits by ATLAS [63] and CMS [64] irrespective of the
masses of potential decay products. We do not consider sleptons of the third generation
but, for our representative analysis, restrict ourselves to electrically charged left-handed
sleptons of one of the first two generations (no sum) without slepton mixing. The mass of
the lightest neutralino χ˜10 is taken as
mχ˜0
1
= 100 GeV , (3.2)
while we assume the other neutralinos and the charginos to be heavier than the sleptons.
In this scenario, sleptons exclusively decay into a lepton and the lightest neutralino. We
simulate these decays as well as parton-shower effects with the help of PYTHIA 6.4.25.
Throughout, we switch off QED radiation, underlying event and hadronization effects.
Partons in the final state are recombined into jets with the help of the anti-kT algorithm
of ref. [65], as implemented in the FASTJET package [66, 67], with a resolution parameter
of R = 0.4. For our numerical studies we require the presence of at least one jet with
pjet1T > 20 GeV , |yjet1| < 4.5 . (3.3)
In the setting described above we compute the LO cross section for pp→ ℓ˜+ℓ˜−+jet+X
and find
σLO
(
ℓ˜ℓ˜j
)
= 1.624 fb . (3.4)
Based on the experience from slepton pair production [20] and Drell-Yan plus jet produc-
tion [68], where virtual corrections with supersymmetric particles in the loops were found
to be very small compared to the other contributions, we test the impact of different groups
of virtual corrections separately. Considering just Drell-Yan plus jet like SM contributions
we find for the NLO cross section
σNLO,DY(SM)
(
ℓ˜ℓ˜j
)
= 1.826 fb . (3.5)
Including also supersymmetric Drell-Yan plus jet like corrections, we find that even for a
light common squark mass of mq˜ = 500GeV and a light gluino mass of mg˜ = 700GeV
the cross section changes only slightly, σNLO,DY(SM+SUSY)
(
ℓ˜ℓ˜j
)
= 1.847 fb. The remaining
corrections with either a Higgs boson of mass mh0 = 126GeV or mH0 = 400GeV or with
a squark-squark-slepton-slepton vertex are found to be completely negligible at this level
of accuracy. Consequently, we neglect such contributions in our phenomenological study,
only the virtual corrections generated by diagrams with QCD loops, see figure 1 (c), are
included. In this way, we reduce both the number of free parameters in our setup and the
execution time of our code.
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Figure 3. Transverse momentum of the negatively charged slepton (a) and invariant-mass dis-
tribution of the slepton pair (b) at LO (green dotted), NLO-QCD (black dashed), and with
POWHEG+PYTHIA (red solid) in our default setup for pp→ ℓ˜+ℓ˜− + jet +X.
Distributions related to the sleptons receive sizable corrections compared to LO results
when NLO contributions are included, and the parton shower gives rise to further noticable
effects. In figure 3 this is illustrated for the transverse momentum of the negatively charged
slepton and the invariant mass distribution of the slepton pair in pp→ ℓ˜+ℓ˜− + jet +X.
In ref. [20] we have investigated inclusive slepton pair production, pp→ ℓ˜+ℓ˜− +X, at
NLO-QCD, matched with PYTHIA via the POWHEG approach. In that work, distributions
related to the hardest jet could be accounted for only at leading-order, whereas our new
implementation of pp → ℓ˜+ℓ˜− + jet + X provides full NLO-QCD accuracy for this class
of observables. The transverse momentum distributions of the hardest jet in the two
approaches are shown in figure 4 (a). Scale uncertainties in this jet distribution, obtained
by varying the factorization and renormalization scales independently in the range 0.5µ0 ≤
µR, µF ≤ 2µ0, are provided in figure 5. The widths of the bands can be considered as rough
indicators for the theoretical uncertainties of the respective predictions. Clearly, providing
matrix elements at NLO-QCD accuracy for ℓ˜+ℓ˜− + jet final states much improves the
uncertainty associated with jet distributions emphasizing the need for such a calculation,
in particular for observables related to the jet.
While in pp → ℓ˜+ℓ˜− + X any jet apart from the hardest can be simulated by the
parton shower only, in pp→ ℓ˜+ℓ˜− + jet +X a second hard jet can be accounted for by the
real-emission contributions of the hard matrix elements. Figure 4 (b) shows the transverse
momentum distribution of the second-hardest jet as obtained with the respective programs
for pp → ℓ˜+ℓ˜− + X and pp → ℓ˜+ℓ˜− + jet + X. Clearly, the inclusion of contributions
from the matrix element in pp → ℓ˜+ℓ˜− + jet + X gives a better description of hard jet
configurations, while the Sudakov factor provided by the POWHEG+PYTHIA implementation
provides the expected suppression of contributions with low transverse momenta.
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Figure 4. Transverse momentum of the hardest jet (a) and the second-hardest jet (b) for our default
setup in pp → ℓ˜+ℓ˜− +X at NLO (beige dot-dashed), pp → ℓ˜+ℓ˜− +X with POWHEG+PYTHIA (blue
dotted), pp→ ℓ˜+ℓ˜−+jet+X at NLO (black dashed), and pp→ ℓ˜+ℓ˜−+jet+X with POWHEG+PYTHIA
(red solid). The respective ratios of the POWHEG+PYTHIA results for pp → ℓ˜+ℓ˜− + jet + X and
pp→ ℓ˜+ℓ˜− +X are shown in the lower panels.
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Figure 5. Scale variation for the transverse momentum distribution of the hardest jet at NLO for
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The respective variations relative to the central scale choice µ0 are given in the lower panel.
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A realistic analysis of slepton pair production processes requires access to the kine-
matic properties of the decay products of the heavy SUSY particles. Such decays can be
conveniently simulated by PYTHIA. To illustrate the capability of our code that handles
decays of the sleptons via an interface to PYTHIA, we consider a setup with two oppositely
charged hard, central leptons,
pℓT > 20 GeV , |ηℓ| < 2.5 , (3.6)
in the presence of a hard jet, fulfilling eq. (3.3). The leptons are required to be well-
separated from each other and from the jets, in the rapidity-azimuthal angle plane,
∆Rℓℓ > 0.4 , ∆Rℓj > 0.4 . (3.7)
In figure 6 we show the transverse momentum and rapidity distributions of the hardest
negatively charged lepton in pp→ ℓ˜+ℓ˜− + jet +X as obtained with POWHEG+PYTHIA.
Since we are having full access to the kinematics of the decay leptons, we can also
provide distributions for sophisticated observables that are typically used in SUSY analyses
for an optimal signal selection in the presence of background processes with a priori large
event rates. In ref. [69], super-razor variables have been introduced as a means to improve
searches for weakly interacting new particles that are produced in pairs at the LHC, such
as charginos and sleptons. Super-razor variables are constructed by approximate boosts
to the center-of-mass frame of the slepton-pair system, followed by boosts to the slepton
decay frames, see ref. [69] for details. In the presence of QCD radiation, boosts against the
jet directions are included. Due to this construction, extra jets in an event do not alter the
shape of super-razor variables. The ℓ˜+ℓ˜− +X and ℓ˜+ℓ˜− + jet +X processes thus exhibit
super-razor variables of the same shape.
The super-razor variableMR∆ contains information about the mass differences involved
in the pair production and subsequent decay. For slepton pair production processes, the
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MR∆ distribution drops rapidly at M
R
∆ =M∆, with
M∆ =
m2
ℓ˜
−m2χ˜
m
ℓ˜
. (3.8)
Background processes do not contain information about that mass scale, and thus do not
exhibit a pronounced edge at the value ofMR∆ characterized by the mass difference between
slepton and neutralino. Applying the cuts of eqs. (3.3), (3.6), (3.7), in figure 7 (a) we show
the MR∆ distribution of the pp → ℓ˜+ℓ˜− + jet + X signal process in comparison to the
pp→ W+W− +X background, restricting ourselves to decays of the W -bosons into first-
generation lepton-neutrino pairs. The results for the background process we have obtained
with the help of the corresponding POWHEG BOX implementation [70].
Additional information on the kinematics of the reaction is provided by angular vari-
ables, such as ∆φβR, that in the super-razor approach is constructed from the boost direc-
tion and the momenta of the visible decay particles. Such angular variables are particularly
powerful in scenarios where the mass difference of the sleptons and the neutralinos they
decay into is small. For a mass difference of 50GeV or less, sleptons as light as 100GeV
are not yet excluded. We study this case in a light slepton setup with a slepton mass of
m
ℓ˜
= 150GeV and different values of the lightest neutralino mass mχ˜0
1
close to m
ℓ˜
and,
again, the cuts of eqs. (3.3), (3.6), (3.7). The discriminatory power of ∆φβR in the light
slepton setup is illustrated in figure 7 (b) for neutralino masses of mχ˜0
1
= 120GeV and
mχ˜0
1
= 135GeV, respectively. While for the signal process the leptons tend to be aligned
with each other, opposite to the boost direction, resulting in a peak of the ∆φβR distribution
around π, especially for a small mass difference between slepton and neutralino, theW+W−
background does not exhibit such a correlation, but features a rather flat distribution.
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Figure 8. Transverse momentum of the hardest jet (a) and missing transverse energy (b) for pp→
ℓ˜+ℓ˜−+jet+X (orange solid) and pp→ ℓ+ℓ−+jet+X (grey dashed) in our monojet analysis setup.
In SUSY scenarios where the masses of the sleptons and neutralinos are almost degen-
erate, slepton decays produce neutralinos and very soft leptons that easily escape detection.
The tell-tale signature of such reactions is the missing transverse energy associated with
the neutralinos accompanied by hard QCD radiation resulting in a monojet configuration.
To make use of this signature, an accurate, matrix-element based description of the hard
jet is mandatory. We illustrate the capability of our code for pp→ ℓ˜+ℓ˜−+ jet+X to serve
that purpose in the light slepton scenario for neutralinos with a mass of mχ˜0
1
= 135GeV,
that are almost degenerate with the m
ℓ˜
= 150GeV sleptons.
Following the strategies for monojet searches as a tool for the discovery of only weakly
interacting SUSY particles at hadron colliders presented in [71–74], we require at least one
hard jet,
pjet1T > 120 GeV , |yjet1| < 4.5 , (3.9)
and large missing energy, computed from all observed tracks in an event,
EmissT > 150 GeV . (3.10)
The cuts of eqs. (3.9)–(3.10) are constructed to account for efficiency requirements in the
missing energy triggers of the LHC experiments and to suppress background contributions
that are a priori dominant at low transverse momenta, such as weak boson production in
association with a jet. To sketch the general features of such background processes, we
use the POWHEG BOX implementation [58] for pp → Z + jet + X in the Z → e+e− decay
mode, assuming that the decay leptons escape detection and give thus rise to missing
transverse energy. Figure 8 shows the transverse momentum and the missing transverse
energy distributions of the signal and background processes within the cuts of eqs. (3.9)–
(3.10). In each case, the signal contribution takes over in the tail of the distribution, thus
confirming the desired impact of hard transverse momentum cuts on the signal significance.
We note that a full signal-to-background analysis would require considering all possible
decay modes of the Z boson and, moreover, additional background processes such as pp→
W +jet+X. Such a detailed analysis is, however, far beyond the scope of this work, where
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we intend to simply illustrate the general benefit of monojet analyses in the context of
slepton pair production processes and point out the usefulness of our code for such studies.
4 Summary and conclusions
In this work we have presented an NLO-QCD calculation for slepton pair production in
association with a hard jet at the LHC, and its matching with parton-shower programs in
the framework of the POWHEG BOX. While the reader is free to download the publicly available
computer package and use it for applications of his own, we have presented numerical
results for selected phenomenological applications to illustrate the capability of our code
and demonstrate the impact of radiative corrections and parton-shower effects on realistic
analyses.
We found that the NLO-QCD corrections to pp → ℓ˜+ℓ˜− + jet + X are sizable, thus
crucially requiring hard matrix elements at order O(α2sα2) in order to ensure sufficient
accuracy for cross sections and distributions, in particular for observables that are sensitive
to the emission of hard jets. In addition, parton-shower effects can significantly modify the
pattern of jet emission and, via jet-specific selection cuts, also noticeably affect distributions
of the sleptons and their decay products.
The matching of the NLO calculation with PYTHIA allows us not only to account for
parton-shower effects, but also provides us with a convenient tool for the simulation of
slepton decays. This feature puts us into a position to compute observables constructed
from the momenta of decay products, such as the so-called super-razor variables. Having
full control on the hard jet in pp→ ℓ˜+ℓ˜−+jet+X, we can also provide reliable predictions
for monojet analyses which have been developed for the extraction of SUSY signatures that
are difficult to detect by other means.
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